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 Executive Summary 
The Environmental Data Initiative (EDI) grew out of work done by the Long Term Ecological               9
Research (LTER) Network to archive environmental data. The authentication and authorization           
mechanisms used by EDI software thus originate from the older project. While the current LDAP               
authentication implementation is functional, the authorization implementation does not lend          
itself well to dynamic management of roles/groups. EDI staff are interested in moving away              
from the current LDAP authn/authnz implementation toward a more modern solution, with an             
emphasis on maintaining the current access control rule schema. 
 
With this goal in mind, Trusted CI staff spent considerable effort in examining the current               
authn/authz implementation and how it could be updated to use current standards such as              
OAuth 2.0 / OpenID Connect (OIDC). Trusted CI staff concluded the engagement by presenting              
four available OAuth/OIDC providers, as well as two potential group management solutions            
which could be used for authorization. Step-by-step tutorials were written detailing how to             
configure each solution as well as sample implementation code in several languages. The actual              
selection of an authn/authz solution, as well as implementation in the current PASTA+ software              
stack, will be performed by EDI staff after the engagement has ended. 
 
1 Overview 
1.1 Introduction 
 
This document describes the Trusted CI - EDI engagement which occurred July 2018 to              
December 2018. The goals of the engagement were to review the current authentication and              
authorization mechanisms used for EDI's data repository, identify features and requirements of            
a future version of the EDI data web portal and associated backend API, and document               
currently available authentication and authorization solutions, including costs, benefits, and          
development efforts in using them. 
 
The document is organized by tasks as they occurred chronologically, beginning with            
determining the scope of the engagement and ending with appendices of the guides for the               
various authentication and authorization solutions demonstrated. 
 
1.2 Background 
 
The Environmental Data Initiative (EDI) enables curation and archival of environmental data 
with emphasis on data from projects funded by the NSF Division of Environmental Biology 
(DEB). Programs served include Long Term Research in Environmental Biology (LTREB) , 10
9 ​https://environmentaldatainitiative.org  
10 ​https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=13544  
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Organization for Biological Field Stations (OBFS) , MacroSystems Biology (MSB) , and Long 11 12
Term Ecological Research (LTER) . In addition to providing a secure repository for scientists' 13
data, EDI also provides support, training, and resources to help publish the data and associated 
metadata.  
Trusted CI's engagement with EDI focused on Identity and Access Management (IAM) issues 
associated with the data repository API software PASTA+ (Provenance Aware Synthesis Tracking 
Architecture - Plus) . Authenticated access to the data repository is currently performed by 14
binding username and password to an LDAP server. Authorization decisions are made against 
the distinguished name returned by LDAP for that username. EDI would like to transition to 
using identities provided by an external provider, e.g., by using OAuth 2.0 / OpenID Connect 
(OIDC). Trusted CI provided guidance on potential solutions. 
 
1.3 Methodology 
The first step in the engagement was to analyze the current data repository technology. We 
reviewed the available documentation on PASTA+ and the current authentication/authorization 
framework. In addition, we decided to review current user interaction flows via the web portal 
and the API calls. To do this, we created architectural diagrams to display information of key 
components as well as access policy details.  
 
Secondly we decided to create tutorials for various authentication and authorization solutions 
to showcase the capabilities and differences between the solutions. 
 
2 Engagement Process 
2.1 Determining Engagement Scope 
 
Mark Servilla applied for a Trusted CI engagement for EDI in April 2018. He expressed interest in                 
analyzing the data repository API software PASTA+ and the current authorization framework as             
well as exploring possible solutions for transitioning to using a third party Identity Provider.  
 
Trusted CI’s previous experience with identity and access management proved to be a clear              
match in needed experience. Together we decided on the following engagement goals. 
 
1. Review the current authentication and authorization mechanisms used for EDI's data 
repository. 
2. Identify features and requirements of the future version of the EDI data web portal and 
11 ​https://www.obfs.org  
12 ​https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=503425  
13 ​https://lternet.edu  
14 ​http://pastaplus-core.readthedocs.io  
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associated backend API. 
3. Document currently available authentication and authorization solutions, including 
costs, benefits, and development efforts in using them. 
After an analysis of the current identity and access management system and reviewing the              
current user interaction flows, guides were to be prepared for four different identity provider              
solutions, namely Google, ORCID, Globus Auth, and CILogon 2.0.  
 
2.2 EDI System Characterization 
 
As part of the engagement application process, EDI provided Trusted CI with the following 
system characterization. 
 
● EDI supports the archive and persistent storage of scientific research data products from 
multiple projects within the National Science Foundation's Directorate of Biological 
Sciences. In addition, EDI actively participates in the NSF DataONE project by managing 
two Member Nodes within the DataONE federation of contributing data repositories: 
one specifically for the EDI project and another legacy Member Node for the LTER 
Network project. User identity must flow across and be transparent between the EDI 
data repository and the DataONE user interface, including DataONE's replication service, 
for this relationship to work effectively. 
  
● Access control rules are applied to all content in the EDI data repository. These rules 
dictate who can read, write, and modify both data and metadata. However, the majority 
of content is accessible to anonymous/public users. This policy is advocated since 
scientific data in the EDI data repository is typically supported through public funding, 
e.g., the US National Science Foundation. 
● Upload and state modification of data and metadata resources requires user 
authentication, with subsequent access rights to perform any system-based actions. 
Individual resources (i.e., objects such as data and metadata) and system functions (i.e., 
methods to access objects) utilize the same access control processing. 
● User management, including identity processing, is performed through two 
independent LDAP systems. Users are vetted by administrative personnel prior to being 
given a user account. 
● All data and metadata resources undergo in-house near-term, local off-site, and 
long-term backup replication; long-term replication occurs to AWS Glacier. Production 
infrastructure operates in a private research network that is physically separate from 
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the institutional commodity network. Two testing/evaluation infrastructure tiers 
operate within the institutional commodity network. 
● The EDI information security infrastructure is currently lacking an integrated solution for 
the support of third party identity providers. EDI does not wish to be an identity 
provider nor manage the associated infrastructure. 
 
2.3 Current Authentication / Authorization Mechanism 
 
Users are authenticated to the EDI system by username and password. This credential is used 
to "bind" to one of two LDAP servers, one maintained by LTER at UCSB, and another maintained 
by EDI at the University of New Mexico. Upon successful authentication, the LDAP distinguished 
name (DN) is returned. Additionally, the authenticated user is assigned the role/group of 
"authenticated". Unauthenticated users are assigned the group "public". This group attribution 
is hard-coded into the PASTA+ library. EDI currently has about 200 "authenticated" users (i.e., 
users with an LDAP account). 
 
Access Control Rules (ACRs) are declarative statements which describe principals and 
associated permissions for a protected resource. Principals are simple strings that take one of 
two forms: an LDAP DN or a role/group identifier. Here is an example of an access control rule 
demonstrating both LDAP DN (user) authorization and group authorization. 
 
<access order="allowFirst" authSystem="EDI"> 
    <allow> 
        <principal>uid=jsmith,o=EDI,dc=edirepository,dc=org</principal> 
        <permission>all</permission> 
    </allow> 
    <allow> 
        <principal>public</principal> 
        <permission>read</permission> 
    </allow> 
 </access> 
 
While ACRs support both user and group authorization, the current implementation ties user 
authentication with group authorization, e.g., an authenticated user is assigned to the group 
"authenticated" and an unauthenticated user is assigned to the group "public". A future code 
revision should decouple user authentication and group assignment for dynamic creation and 
usage of groups. Potential solutions are described in Section 3.2. 
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 2.4 Proposed Authentication / Authorization Use Cases 
 
To drive the conversation about what a future authentication and authorization system might 
entail, Trusted CI asked EDI personnel to devise a list of potential authentication and 
authorization use cases. This effort is captured in Appendix A. 
2.5 Architectural Diagrams 
 
At the beginning of the engagement, Mark Servilla was in the process of rebuilding the online 
documentation for the PASTA+ Data Repository which had been lost during a platform 
migration. In particular, Mark added detailed information on the access control rules (ACRs) 
protecting both objects (e.g., data or metadata files residing on the file system) and methods 
(e.g., reading or writing objects). This documentation spurred conversation about where data, 
metadata, and access control policies lived in the EDI system. Trusted CI staff used this 
information to create related architectural diagrams.  
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Figure 1 shows the various components of the EDI system involved in a user transaction. A user 
interacts with EDI via a web browser or a command line client. The EDI portal communicates 
with the EDI backend through the Gatekeeper, which performs authentication and 
authorization as well as acts as a reverse proxy for the other backend components. The 
Gatekeeper, Audit Manager, Data Package Manager, and the Apache Solr Database can be set 
up either on the same system or in separate systems.  EDI chose to install each component in 
separate virtual machines. The method access policy files are kept on both the Data Package 
Manager and the Audit Manager. There are multiple databases set up in the system: an audit 
records DB stored on the Audit Manager, a data package resource registry DB stored on the 
Data Package Manager, and a separate Apache Solr database for indexed searches. 
 
 
Figure 1. The various components comprising EDI. 
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In addition, access policy procedural diagrams were drawn, listing the access policies related to 
stored data and the processes to set and adjust them. 
 
Figure 2 shows which users can set access control policies on various parts of data, metadata, 
and methods. A data package contains one or more data objects. The package uploader (e.g., 
scientist) has the ability to set ACRs on each data object as well as the data package itself. Once 
a data package is uploaded, EDI administrators can set additional ACRs on the methods (e.g., 
read, write, change permissions) used when accessing the data package. 
  
 
Figure 2. Users Who Can Set Access Control Rules for Objects, Packages, and Methods. 
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Figure 3 shows how access control rules can be relaxed by the package uploader when a new 
version of a data package is uploaded to EDI. When uploading a new version of a data package, 
an internal version number is incremented to differentiate it from the previous data package 
which may still be available in the EDI data repository. The package uploader can change ACRs 
on the data package as well as the embedded data objects, and these new ACRs may be less 
restrictive than those of the previous data package. As searches in the EDI portal show only the 
latest versions of data packages, the new more permissive ACRs will be used. 
 
 
Figure 3. Relaxing Access Control Rules of an Existing Data Package. 
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Figure 4 shows how access control rules can be restricted when uploading a new version of a 
data package. As in Figure 3, the package uploader increments a version number and sets new 
more restrictive ACRs on data objects and/or the data package. However, since EDI maintains 
all versions of data packages, access to older packages is still possible if the absolute URL is 
known. So the package uploader must request EDI administrators to manually remove older 
versions of the package so that the data objects/package cannot be accessed by the now 
outdated, less restrictive ACRs. 
  
 
Figure 4. Restricting Access Control Rules of an Existing Data Package. 
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 2.6 Swamp Analysis 
 
During a quick analysis of the PASTA+ source code  and EDI Data Portal source code , Trusted 15 16
CI asked if we could perform a code analysis on either repository. The Data Portal source code 
was analyzed by SWAMP , a free online resource which allows developers to test their code 17
against a selection of code analysis utilities. The SWAMP analyzed the code with the following 
tools: CSS Lint, JSHint, PHP_CodeSniffer, and Retire.js. Retire.js returned 8 actionable pieces of 
intelligence, indicating multiple uses of outdated vulnerable Java libraries. 
 
 
File Vulnerability Code 
pkg1/DataPortal/WebRoot/js/jquery-1.11.0.min.js CVE-2015-9251, CVE-2015-9251 
pkg1/DataPortal/WebRoot/js/jquery-1.8.3.min.js CVE-2012-6708, CVE-2015-9251, 
CVE-2015-9251 
pkg1/DataPortal/WebRoot/js/jquery-ui-1.10.0.js CVE-2016-7103 
pkg1/DataPortal/WebRoot/js/jqueryba3a.js CVE-2012-6708, CVE-2015-9251 
 
Based on this analysis, Trusted CI recommended subscribing to the jQuery forum  to search for 18
potential vulnerabilities and updates. Additionally, it was suggested that EDI submit their code 
to the SWAMP for continuance assurance against software vulnerabilities. 
 
2.7 OAuth 2.0 / OpenID Connect (OIDC) Authentication and Group Management 
Demonstrations 
 
After Trusted CI had learned about the current architecture of EDI and the potential future 
authentication and authorization needs, it was time to discuss available solutions. This resulted 
in over a month of OAuth 2.0 and OpenID Connect discussions and demonstrations. 
 
We began by discussing the basics of OAuth 2.0 and OpenID Connect (OIDC). Since there are so 
many great tutorials on the web, we elected to recommend several YouTube videos for an 
introduction to OAuth 2.0 and OIDC. These videos included the following. 
 
15 ​https://github.com/PASTAplus/PASTA  
16 ​https://github.com/EDIorg/DataPortal  
17 ​https://www.mir-swamp.org  
18 ​http://forum.jquery.com  
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● OAuth 2.0 and OpenID Connect (in plain English)  19
● An Introduction to OpenID Connect  20
● OpenID Connect Flows  21
● 2 Minutes OAuth playlist  22
 
After the introduction to OAuth2/OIDC, Trusted CI prepared detailed documentation for setting 
up four different OAuth2/OIDC authentication providers, and two potential group management 
providers. 
2.7.1 Google 
 
First up was Google OAuth 2.0 / OIDC  and Google Groups . Documentation can be found in 23 24
Appendix B. We selected this as the first demonstration because Google is a well known 
identity provider, and Google Groups provides a potential solution to the problem of group 
management at a low yearly cost.  
 
For our Google demonstration, we create a G Suite account since programmatic creation and 
management of groups cannot be done with a free Google user account. The cost of a basic G 
Suite account is $5/user/month. If creating a single account for use by a project administrator, 
this works out to a minimal cost of $60/year.  
 
Creating a Google OAuth 2.0 integration is fairly easy. Google provides both OAuth 2.0 and 
OIDC endpoints , so either OAuth2 or OIDC client libraries can be used. Since Google users 25
must provide a valid email account, both names and email addresses of users are issued in OIDC 
claims, along with the Google-specific user identifier. 
 
Google Groups are essentially just mailing lists, but our demonstration leveraged them for 
group membership. The Google Groups web UI allows administrators to create groups and 
easily add/remove users to/from those groups. A Google REST API can be called to find group 
membership for a given user.  
 
Initial setup of Google Groups can be a daunting task since there are multiple interfaces into a 
Google Group, and some configuration can be performed at only one interface. However, 
Google Groups can be configured independently of Google Auth, i.e., a project could use 
Google Groups for group management and another OAuth 2.0/OIDC Provider for user 
19 ​https://youtu.be/996OiexHze0 
20 ​https://youtu.be/6DxRTJN1Ffo  
21 ​https://youtu.be/WVCzv50BslE  
22 ​https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLRUD_uiAYejSBrrse2rI5o_3P5tYT3UVM  
23 ​https://developers.google.com/identity 
24 ​https://gsuite.google.com/learning-center/products/groups/get-started  
25 ​https://accounts.google.com/.well-known/openid-configuration  
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identities. This is because any email address can be added to a G Suite Google Group, not just 
gmail.com addresses.  
 
For Google Auth to be a feasible solution, the project's user base must have Google user 
accounts. Google user accounts are available both with  and without  Gmail. However, in 26 27
previous engagements, Trusted CI staff encountered users averse to using Google in any 
capacity. If this applies to EDI users as well, Google Auth is a non-starter. 
2.7.2 ORCID 
 
Next up, we demonstrated using ORCID  to provide user identities. Documentation can be 28
found in Appendix C. The original intent of ORCID was to provide researchers with a persistent 
identifier that could be cited in their publications to catalog an author's body of work. But 
ORCID can also act as an OAuth 2.0 / OIDC Provider, with a few limitations.  
 
The good news is that setting up an ORCID OAuth2/OIDC integration is free and can be 
performed by any ORCID user. ORCID accounts are also free, and users may be less wary of an 
identity provider that does not monetize user information. ORICD provides both OAuth 2.0 and 
OIDC endpoints , so clients can use either OAuth2 or OIDC libraries.  29
 
Once a user has an ORCID account, additional identities from both universities and social media 
(i.e., Facebook and Google) can be linked to that ORCID account, allowing a user to log in with 
several identity providers while asserting a single ORCID identity to OIDC clients. However, the 
user must create the ORCID account initially before linking external identities. 
 
There are several issues with ORCID that may make it less palatable when compared to other 
Identity Providers.  
 
● A basic ORCID user can create only a single OAuth2/OIDC integration. This integration is 
tied to the user's account making it difficult for a team of administrators to update 
integration parameters. Premium memberships  are granted 5 OIDC integrations, but 30
Premium memberships are typically for organizations and start at $10,300. 
● OIDC claims do not include email addresses. Instead, an ORCID REST API must be called 
to fetch a JSON structure containing user email data.  
● Since most ORCID user attributes are private by default, a user must explicitly specify 
name and email addresses as "public" for them to be available.  
 
ORCID does not provide any group management capability. 
26 ​https://accounts.google.com/SignUp  
27 ​https://accounts.google.com/SignUpWithoutGmail  
28 ​https://members.orcid.org/api/oauth  
29 ​https://orcid.org/.well-known/openid-configuration  
30 ​https://orcid.org/about/membership  
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 2.7.3 Globus 
 
Globus is a platform which enables high speed transfer and sharing of scientific data. Globus 
Auth  is an OAuth 2.0 / OIDC Provider which can be leveraged by anyone to get user attributes. 31
Globus can link identities from universities, Google, and ORCID, while asserting a single Globus 
identity to an OAuth 2.0 client. Creation of a Globus identity is performed on-the-fly for users 
without a Globus account, allowing users to log in to Globus immediately with an external 
identity provider. Configuration of Globus Auth can be found in Appendix D. 
 
Since Globus is used by scientists for moving large amounts of data, it is possible that EDI users 
are already familiar with the Globus brand. For authentication with universities, Globus uses a 
curated subset of those provided by CILogon (i.e., identity providers which release the 
eduPersonPrincipalName SAML attribute, around 560 at time of publication). A user's Globus 
Account page allows for easy linking and unlinking of identities from the available identity 
providers.  
 
Globus provides both OAuth 2.0 and OIDC endpoints , so both OAuth2 and OIDC client libraries 32
can be utilized. However, as with ORCID, an OAuth 2.0 integration is tied to a single user's 
account, making it difficult for a team of administrators to change integration attributes.  
 
Globus also provides creation and management of groups . However, these groups are used 33
primarily to share files and folders with other Globus users and groups. Trusted CI staff had 
hoped that Globus would have an API for managing groups and users. In February 2017, a 
Globus discussion group mentioned that work on a Globus Groups API would begin "around 
second quarter of this year" . Trusted CI staff contacted Globus support in September 2018 to 34
ask about the availability of the Globus Groups API, and was told that the Groups service does 
not have a publicly available API. It is possible that a Globus Groups API is in beta and available 
to clients with a paid subscription . Trusted CI suggested that EDI contact Globus support 35
directly to inquire about a Globus Groups API if Globus Auth was selected as an authentication 
solution. 
  
31 ​https://docs.globus.org/api/auth/developer-guide 
32 ​https://auth.globus.org/.well-known/openid-configuration  
33 ​https://docs.globus.org/how-to/managing-groups  
34 ​https://groups.google.com/a/globus.org/forum/#!topic/developer-discuss/rL6s4ruryKM  
35 ​https://www.globus.org/subscriptions  
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 2.7.4 CILogon 2.0 
 
Finally, we demonstrated CILogon 2.0  which combines the OAuth 2.0 / OIDC authentication 36
capabilities of CILogon and the group management functions of the COmanage Registry . 37
CILogon was initially developed to provide scientists with X.509 credentials for access to HPC 
resources for scientific computing. Over time, OAuth 1.0a endpoints were added to enable 
portals to get user attributes. With the advent of OAuth 2.0 and OpenID Connect, OAuth 1.0a 
fell out of favor and CILogon added OIDC endpoints .  38
 
Basic CILogon OIDC authentication services are available for free to any federally funded 
project. CILogon supports identities from over 2700 universities and organizations from around 
the world, as well as Google, GitHub, and ORCID. CILogon acts as a SAML-to-OIDC gateway, 
transforming SAML attributes released by IdPs into OIDC claims consumed by clients. While 
CILogon does create a unique local identifier for users, it does not create local account 
credentials.  
 
Basic multi-tier subscribers  have access to the group management functions provided by 39
COmanage. COmanage enables CO (collaborative organization) administrators to create and 
manage multiple OIDC integrations. COmanage can inject additional OIDC claims such as 
"isMemberOf" to provide user group membership information from the OIDC "userinfo" 
endpoint, obviating the need for a separate API call.  
 
COmanage administrators can create any number of groups and invite users to the 
collaboration's groups via email or direct addition (conscription). Users have the ability to see 
their group memberships via a web UI and remove themselves from groups. COmanage can link 
identities from multiple identity providers while asserting a single CO identity to OIDC clients. 
 
COmanage is a freely available application which can be downloaded and installed on local 
resources. However, initial setup and configuration can prove to be a daunting task. CILogon 2.0 
Basic multi-tier subscribers have access to COmanage experts who assist with initial setup and 
configuration of their CO. This is part of the reason for the $1200/year subscription fee.  
 
  
36 ​https://www.cilogon.org/2  
37 ​https://spaces.at.internet2.edu/display/COmanage/COmanage+Registry+Technical+Manual  
38 ​https://cilogon.org/.well-known/openid-configuration  
39 ​https://www.cilogon.org/subscribe  
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 2.8 Comparison of Authentication and User Control Methods 
 
Below are tables summarizing the features of each of the above solutions. For Google, we 
assume a G Suite subscription for access to Google Groups. For ORCID, we assume a single 
ORCID OIDC integration. Support for multiple integrations requires a Premium subscription. For 
Globus, we assume a single Globus Auth OIDC integration. Additional functionality may require 
a subscription, the cost of which is not available on the Globus website. For CILogon, we 
assume a Basic multi-tenant subscription for access to group functionality provided by 
COmanage. 
2.8.1 OAuth 2.0 / OpenID Connect (OIDC) Providers 
 
Four OAuth 2.0 / OpenID Connect (OIDC) providers were selected for demonstration of 
available Identity Providers (IdPs). While all four providers are freely available to anyone, we 
selected the paid/subscription versions when additional functionality was desired. 
 
 Google ORCID Globus CILogon 
OIDC client support Yes Partial† Yes Yes 
Price per year $60/admin Free Free†† $1200‡ 
Multi-administrator friendly Yes No No Yes 
Account linking No Yes Yes Yes 
User must create local account 
first 
Yes Yes No No 
† "email" claim is not available from "userinfo" endpoint. 
†† Basic authentication services are free. Additional functionality may require a subscription . 40
‡ Basic authentication services are free. Additional OIDC claims (such as group membership) require a Basic 
multi-tenant subscription. 
  
40 ​https://www.globus.org/subscriptions  
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 2.8.2 Group Management 
 
During the engagement, Trusted CI demonstrated two potential group management solutions: 
Google Groups and COmanage as provided by CILogon 2.0. While the COmanage demonstration 
utilized the CILogon 2.0 instance, COmanage itself is free software which can be downloaded 
and run by anyone on local resources. In this case, the cost would be measured in person hours 
needed to install, configure, and maintain the local COmanage instance. 
 
 Google Groups COmanage 
Price per year $60/admin $1200 
Initial setup complexity by administrators Medium​† Low/High​†† 
Users can self-manage groups No‡ Yes 
Get groups via OIDC claim No Yes 
Get groups via LDAP query No* Yes 
Get groups via REST API Yes No 
† Admin must create Google Groups corresponding to all current LDAP DNs 
†† Low if using CILogon 2.0 subscription with support, High if self-installed on local system 
‡ REST APIs are available which could allow for creation of a UI for user-managed groups. 
* As of November 26, 2018, G Suites organizations have access to secure LDAP 
(​https://gsuiteupdates.googleblog.com/2018/11/secure-ldap-now-available-simplify-login.html​). However, 
this provides group information only for G Suite members, and thus does not apply to our use case.  
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 3 Recommendations 
3.1 Use OAuth 2.0 / OpenID Connect for Authentication 
 
The EDI team has expressed interest in using a third-party Identity Provider (IdP) as a 
replacement or alternative to the current LDAP authentication mechanism. This transition could 
be handled in stages as follows. 
 
As a first step, the EDI portal could be enhanced by adding a "Sign In With ..." button to use an 
external OAuth 2.0 / OIDC provider. Trusted CI demonstrated four OAuth2/OIDC providers, and 
any one of them could be used with a standard OAuth2 client library to get a simple 
authentication decision for a user. Since these OAuth2 authenticated users would not be in 
LDAP, they would be assigned to the "public" group.  
 
Second, the issue of preserving existing LDAP distinguished names (DNs) must be addressed. 
Since all current data objects and data packages have access control rules with LDAP DN 
principals, it is essential that these LDAP DNs be made available with any chosen OAuth2/OIDC 
authentication solution. This could be handled in a few different ways, each with its own issues.  
 
● The EDI web portal could be expanded to include account linking which would allow a 
user to first log in with their LDAP credentials and then log in with one or more 
OAuth2/OIDC Providers. A local database would be needed to maintain these links. 
● If using Google Groups, a group could be created with the name equal to the user's 
LDAP DN. A Google Group administrator would then need to add the email address 
asserted by the user's chosen Identity Provider(s). Since an access control rule 
"principal" is syntactically a string (which semantically represents either a user or a 
group), querying Google Groups for the groups associated with an email address would 
return the group name containing the LDAP DN. Note that getting the email address 
asserted by the user's IdP is an out-of-band process. 
● If using CILogon 2.0, COmanage has a mechanism for importing LDAP attributes from an 
external LDAP server. Assuming the EDI/LTER LDAP user entries contain email addresses, 
email invitations could be issued when the LDAP DNs (and associated email attributes) 
are imported into COmanage. Once a user has accepted an email invitation to join the 
EDI CO, the user could link other identities via CILogon. 
 
As OAuth 2.0 / OIDC is a web-based protocol requiring user interaction for approval of 
delegation of attributes, command line clients would need to be retooled for an OIDC 
authorization code grant flow. One possible scenario is as follows. 
 
1. The user runs the command line client which requires authentication for access to 
resources. The command line client generates a URL corresponding to the authorization 
URL (with appropriate parameters) and outputs this URL to the user. The command line 
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client then waits for the user to enter a "code" from the OIDC provider. An example 
authorization URL for Google is as follows:  
https://accounts.google.com/o/oauth2/v2/auth? 
scope=openid+email+profile& 
response_type=code& 
client_id=qwerty6789.apps.googleusercontent.com& 
redirect_uri=https://www.example.org/redirect& 
state=asdfg12345 
2. The user copies this URL from the command line client console and pastes it into a web 
browser. In the web browser, the user is redirected to the OIDC provider and asked to 
log in and grant consent for delegation of attributes. 
3. Upon approval, the user will be redirected to "https://www.example.org/redirect". This 
endpoint hosts a small webapp which simply displays the "code" value asserted by the 
OIDC provider.  
4. The user copies the "code" from the web browser and pastes it into the command line 
client which is waiting for a code from the OIDC provider. 
5. The command line client exchanges this code for access and ID tokens using the OIDC 
provider's token endpoint.  
 
3.2 Decouple Users and Groups 
 
A successful user login occurs when a user enters a username and password, and this credential 
is binded to an LDAP server. Upon successful authentication, the LDAP distinguished name is 
returned for use as a principal in an access control rule. Additionally, the user is assigned the 
role/group "authenticated". This step is currently hard-coded in the PASTA+ library. In order to 
move forward with dynamically created and managed groups, it is essential that group 
assignment be decoupled from the user authentication. 
 
One potential solution would be to query the current LDAP server(s) for group membership. EDI 
staff control the EDI LDAP server at the UNM, so there is the potential to update the LDAP 
schema to add an "isMemberOf: authenticated" attribute for all current users. The LTER LDAP 
server at UCSB is not managed by EDI staff, so modifying the LDAP schema there may be more 
problematic. Additionally, this LDAP server serves users other than just EDI users. EDI staff is 
working in coordination with LTER staff to see if modifying their LDAP schema with an 
"isMemberOf" attribute is permissible. 
 
Once the "isMemberOf" attribute is available in LDAP, the code that currently assigns the 
"authenticated" group to the user (​groups.add()​ in GatekeeperFilter.java ) can be replaced 41
with an LDAP query for the authenticated user. For users that are not in LDAP, the "public" 
group would be assigned as is the current practice. 
41 
https://github.com/PASTAplus/PASTA/blob/master/Gatekeeper/src/edu/lternet/pasta/gatekeeper/GatekeeperFilt
er.java  
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If the project moves away from LDAP for group membership, the LDAP query can be replaced 
with whatever mechanism is used for the chosen solution. In the case of Google Groups, a 
Google API call  can return a list of Google Groups of which the user is a member. In the case 42
of CILogon 2.0, group membership can be returned as OIDC claims.  
 
4 General Applicability 
 
The need for modern, standards-compliant authentication and authorization systems is 
common across cyberinfrastructure projects, so the tutorials developed during this engagement 
are included as Appendices below and are also available at​ ​https://trustedci.org/iam/tutorials 
for broader community use. 
 
5 Conflict of Interest Declaration 
One or more Trusted CI team members have a stake in technologies recommended or 
mentioned in this report, namely SWAMP and CILogon. This report has been reviewed and 
approved by unconflicted team members. 
 
 
  
42 ​https://developers.google.com/admin-sdk/directory/v1/reference/groups/list  
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 Appendices 
Appendix A: PASTA+ Authentication / Authorization Use Cases 
 
This documentation of potential PASTA+ authentication and authorization use cases was 
written by EDI staff to drive discussion of current and future authn/authz implementations. 
Definitions 
1. Access control rule - A declarative statement that describes the permissions and 
associated principals for a specific protected resource. Access control rules in the 
PASTA+ environment are specified using the syntax of the "access" element as declared 
in the Ecological Metadata Language version 2.1.1 . 43
2. Anonymous user - A user whose identity is not verified. An anonymous user is identified 
in the PASTA+ environment by the reserved alphanumeric string "public".  
3. Authenticated user - A user whose identity is validated through an external 
credential-based exchange and verification process (often performed by a 3rd party 
identity provider). An authenticated user is identified in the PASTA+ environment by a 
unique alphanumeric string (e.g., an LDAP distinguished name). An authenticated user is 
automatically placed into the "authenticated" group. 
4. Authorization - The process to determine whether a user or group may access a 
protected resource in the PASTA+ environment. Authorization is based on the access 
control rule for the protected resource and the user requesting access to that protected 
resource. All users and groups are denied access to a protected resource unless 
provided explicit allow access through an access control rule. 
5. Creator user - A user whose identity is validated through an external credential-based 
exchange and verification process (often performed by a 3rd party identity provider) 
and who has been vetted by an EDI administrator for acceptance into the "creator" 
group. A creator user has an elevated privilege that allows uploads and modifications to 
protected resources of the physical object type. 
6. Group - A set of zero or more users. A group is identified in the PASTA+ environment by 
a unique alphanumeric identifier. 
7. Order - The order in which an access rule is processed: 
a. AllowFirst: process rules that govern "allow" access, followed by rules that 
govern "deny" access. 
b. DenyFirst: process rules that govern "deny" access, followed by rules that govern 
"allow" access. 
8. PASTA+ - A service oriented architecture software system that provides data repository 
functionality. 
9. Permission - A level of interaction a principal may have on a protected resource. PASTA+ 
defines the following permissions in increasing order of interaction: 
43 ​https://knb.ecoinformatics.org/#external//emlparser/docs/eml-2.1.1/./eml-access.html  
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a. READ: a user may access the resource for reading purposes only; modification of 
the resource is not allowed. In the case of API method execution, READ 
permission allows the execution of an API method only if the method does not 
alter PASTA+ content state (e.g., reading a data object). 
b. WRITE: a user may access the resource for both reading and writing 
(modification); required for the execution of an API method that results in 
PASTA+ content state change (e.g., writing or deleting a data object). 
c. ALL or CHANGE_PERMISSION: a user may read, write, or modify the existing 
permission of the resource; an equivalent permission for an API method 
execution does not exist. 
10. Principal - A user or group specified in an access control rule. 
11. Protected resource - A resource of the PASTA+ architecture that is considered protected 
and which requires authorization for access or execution. In PASTA+, a protected 
resource consists of either (1) a physical object (e.g., data or metadata files residing on 
the file-system) or (2) an API method. 
12. User - An individual who interacts directly or indirectly with protected resources in the 
the PASTA+ environment and is identified in the PASTA+ environment with a unique 
alphanumeric string. 
Use Cases 
A user authenticates through the EDI web portal 
A user comes to the EDI Data Portal web user interface and selects to authenticate (i.e., 
"login"). The user is presented with a list of identity providers that are supported by the EDI 
user management system. The user is redirected to an identity provider and enters their 
credentials. The identity provider indicates to the EDI user management system that the user 
has been successfully identified. If a user profile does not exist in the EDI user management 
system for the identity, a new user profile is created. A PASTA+ authentication token is created 
for use within the EDI/PASTA+ environment. This user is automatically added to a default group 
called "authenticated". 
 
A user creates a profile for use with the EDI/PASTA+ environment 
A user selects "create new profile" for use within the EDI/PASTA+ environment through the EDI 
user management system. The user is presented with a list of identity providers that are 
supported by the the EDI user management system. The user is redirected to an identity 
provider and enters their credentials. The identity provider indicates to the EDI user 
management system that the user has been successfully identified. The user is then allowed to 
enter profile information (e.g., primary and alternate email, phone, and common names). The 
user profile is bound to the identity provided to the identity provider. 
 
A user maps one identity to another identity (assumes authenticated with primary identity) 
A user selects "map identity" for use within the EDI/PASTA+ environment through the EDI user 
management system. The user is presented with a list of identity providers that are supported 
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by the EDI user management system (the primary identity provider is not visible in the list). The 
user is redirected to the secondary identity provider used for mapping and enters their 
credentials. The identity provider indicates to the EDI user management system that the user 
has been successfully identified. The secondary identity is mapped to the primary identity 
within the user’s profile. 
 
A user creates a new group (assumes authenticated with primary identity) 
A user selects "create group" for use within the EDI/PASTA+ environment through the EDI user 
management system. The user is directed to create a unique alphanumeric identifier for the 
group. The EDI user management system ensures that the group identifier is unique; if unique, 
the EDI user management system creates the group, adds the user’s identity to the group user 
identity list, and stores it with the user profile, otherwise requests that the user select a new 
unique group alphanumeric identifier. 
 
A user adds another user to a group (assumes authenticated with primary identity) 
A user selects "add user to group" for use within the EDI/PASTA+ environment through the EDI 
user management system. The EDI user management system displays the list of groups created 
by the user. The user selects a group by its unique alphanumeric identifier. The EDI user 
management system then requests the user to enter the identifier of a user they wish to add to 
the group. The EDI user management system ensures that the user identifier to be added to the 
group is a valid user identifier in the EDI user management system; if the user identifier exists, 
the EDI user management system adds the new user identity to the group user identity list, 
otherwise requests that the user select a valid user identity. 
 
A user removes a user from a group (assumes authenticated with primary identity) 
A user selects "remove user from group" for use within the EDI/PASTA+ environment through 
the EDI user management system. The EDI user management system displays the list of groups 
created by the user. The user selects a group by its unique alphanumeric identifier. The EDI user 
management system then displays the list of user identities from the group user identity list. 
The user then selects a user to remove from the group user identity list. The EDI user 
management system removes the user identity from the group user identity list. 
 
A user requests to be elevated to obtain "creator" privilege 
A user selects "request creator privilege" for use within the EDI/PASTA+ environment through 
the EDI user management system. The EDI user management system sends a request email to 
EDI administrators. An EDI administrator adds the user to the "creator" group. At present, the 
PASTA+ system uses the authenticated group membership for dual purposes: (1) it is used to 
assess authorization of service API methods (especially those that may modify system state) 
and (2) as a mechanism to enforce user identification when accessing a data package (or one of 
its components) for identifiable audit logging. Once user identification is possible through a 
much broader and open mechanism (i.e., OAuth2/OpenID Connect) and where individual users 
may not be strictly vetted, we will require a new group for which to allow "vetted" users 
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allowable access to service API methods; thus, the creator (or other label) group. This will only 
require editing service method access control rules (currently, two XML files), thereby leaving 
access control rules embedded in immutable EML science metadata that is related to physical 
objects as is. 
 
A user (or application on behalf of the user) authenticates through the PASTA+ REST API 
A user provides the PASTA+ REST API authenticate method a PASTA+ authentication token. The 
PASTA+ REST API authenticate method validates the token; if valid, the request is processed, 
otherwise a response indicating an invalid token was submitted is returned to the user. 
 
Hypothetical use case sequence for authentication: 
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 Appendix B: Google OAuth 2.0 and Google Groups Tutorial 
Introduction 
This documentation shows step-by-step instructions for using Google for both user 
authentication (Sign In With Google) and user group membership. Authentication is handled by 
Google's OAuth 2.0 / OpenID Connect (OIDC) integration, while group membership is handled 
by Google Groups. Note that while an OAuth2/OIDC integration can be created by any Google 
user for free for use with any OAuth2/OpenID client, Google Group information can only be 
used by a G Suite subscriber. Prices for G Suite start at $5/user/month, but this pricing is a bit 
misleading since only users within the G Suite domain are counted. Any user can be added to a 
Google Group and not count against the G Suite user number. Realistically, only admin users 
would need to be given a G Suite user account, keeping the monthly cost low. 
 
Google OAuth 2.0 / OIDC Authentication Advantages and Disadvantages: 
+ Free for any Google user to create an OAuth2/OIDC integration. 
- All users must have a Google User account. Note that this does NOT require a user to 
have a gmail.com address. Users can sign up for a Google account using their own email 
address . 44
 
Google Groups Advantages and Disadvantages: 
+ A G Suite account  needed by Google Groups API access is fairly inexpensive, starting at 45
$5/user/month ($60/user/year). Only a few (admin) user accounts would be needed. 
+ Creation/deletion/modification of Groups and group memberships can be done via 
Google's web UI or via RESTful API.  
- Requires a G Suite account which is not free. 
- Google Groups has a number of peculiarities that can make it difficult to use by new 
users. Google Groups is mainly designed to manage mailing lists. This documentation 
leverages the membership traits of Google Groups.  
44 ​https://accounts.google.com/SignUpWithoutGmail  
45 ​https://gsuite.google.com  
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 G Suite 
The first task is to create a G Suite account to be used by the project. While this is not necessary 
for the "Sign In With Google" OAuth 2.0/OIDC integration, it is required for managing Google 
Group membership. A 14-day free trial is available, but a credit card is required during initial 
configuration for charges after the 14-day trial. 
 
First, go to ​https://gsuite.google.com​ and click on the GET STARTED button. 
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Next, enter a name for the project and the number of employees. This number is arbitrary. For 
now, keep it under 10 since only admins will need access to the project. 
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Next, enter name and email address of the primary contact for the project. A new Google 
account under the project will eventually be created for this person. 
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If you plan to use an existing domain name with the Google project, click the "Yes, I have one I 
can use" button. Otherwise, click the "No, I need one" button. For the purposes of this 
document, we will create a new domain name for the project, which will be registered by 
Google for us. 
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After clicking the "No, I need one" button, enter a domain name for the future website. This 
domain will be registered for a fee of $12/year. If the domain entered is taken, alternatives will 
be suggested. 
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Luckily, nobody has taken our chosen domain name, so let's grab it for $12/year. Again, this 
would not apply if you plan to use the G Suite project with an existing domain name registered 
elsewhere. 
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Now enter the street address and phone number of the business. 
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Next, enter a username and password for the first user in the newly created domain. This user 
will have admin permissions and be the primary contact for billing.  
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Google automatically enrolls the new project in G Suite Business which is $10/month/user. We 
will downgrade to G Suite Basic ($5/month/user) after we finish setting up the project since we 
do not require any of the enhanced features offered by G Suite Business. 
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Review the domain settings so far and enter a credit card number to be used for charges 
incurred. The $12 for the first year of domain registration will be charged immediately, but the 
$10/user/month fee will not be charged until after the 14-day trial. 
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Congratulations! You have created your G Suite account for the project. Click the "Continue to 
Admin Console" button. 
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You will be prompted to log in with the new domain account created during G Suite setup. 
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You will be prompted to agree to the terms of service. 
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To get rid of the tutorial banner, click on the "Start Setup" button. 
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You will be given the opportunity to create new users, which for the purposes of this document 
are additional admin users which would have access to the G Suite Admin Console. You can 
always add more users later, so click on the "Next" button. 
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Finally, click the "Close Set Up" button to finish the initial setup. 
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Now we want to downgrade from G Suite Business to G Suite Basic to save $5/user/month  
since we don't need the extra functionality. Scroll down until you find the "Billing" icon and click 
on it. 
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In the box labeled "G Suite Business", click the "Actions" dropdown menu and select 
"Downgrade to G Suite Basic". 
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You will be led through several steps confirming that you really don't want G Suite Business. 
Click the "Downgrade to G Suite Basic" link at the bottom of the popup pane. 
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The next page confirms that your cost will be $5/month/user for the G Suite Basic offering. Click 
the "Continue" button. 
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Once again, click the "Continue" button. 
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You have finally made it through the downgrade process. Click the "Continue" button to go 
back to the Billing page. 
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Here you can confirm that G Suite Basic is now active.  
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 Google OAuth 2.0 / OpenID Connect Integration 
In order to use Google Identities in your application (e.g., "Sign In With Google"), you need to 
set up an OAuth 2.0 / OpenID Connect (OIDC) integration. Technically, this integration can be 
done under any Google user account; G Suite is NOT required for this functionality. However, 
since we just created a new G Suite project, we will use it for the OAuth 2.0 integration. 
 
As there may be multiple developers in need of updating the OAuth 2.0 configuration, it's a 
good idea to create a new account in the G Suite domain with a password that can be shared by 
the developers. This way, the person creating the OAuth 2.0 application doesn't need to share 
his account password. For example, create a new user "​google@trustedci-edi.org​" and store 
the password in a secure location such as LastPass, then share that password among 
developers. For the purposes of this documentation, we will simply use the main account 
username and password when creating the OAuth 2.0 integration. 
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To create a new OAuth 2.0 integration, open the Google Developers Console at 
https://console.developers.google.com​. Be sure you are logged in with the new account 
created during G Suite setup. 
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Since this is the first project created, click the "Create Project" button. You may be asked to 
agree to the Terms of Service. Fill in the form and click the "Accept" button. 
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For the project name, enter a name that is suitable. It will not be displayed anywhere but within 
Google's console. Click the "Create" button. 
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A notification will pop up. Click on it to go to the newly created project. 
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Here you will see the project Dashboard. This is the landing page you will typically see when 
starting the Google Developers Console. 
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Select the "hamburger" menu in the upper left corner and select "APIs & Services > 
Credentials". 
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On the Credentials screen, click the "OAuth consent screen" tab. 
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Here you enter values that will be shown to the end-user when he logs on with his Google 
Account. The "Application name" is shown to the user as part of the consent screen where the 
user grants delegation of attributes (such as full name and email address) to the requesting 
client.  
 
Support email is also shown to the end-user as a link for email. This value must be a previously 
created user within the G Suite organization OR a Google Group. Thus it may be useful to create 
a "​help@trustedci-edi.org​" Group (mailing list) to be used instead of an individual's email 
address. 
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All other entries are optional and can be added at a later time to give the user a better overall 
experience. Click the "Save" button at the bottom of the page (NOT the "Submit for 
verification" button). Our goal is to create an OAuth client ID, but the OAuth consent screen 
needs to be populated first, an annoying Catch-22. 
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Now go back to the "hamburger" menu in the upper left corner and select "APIs & Services > 
Credentials" again. Click the "Create credentials" button to open a dropdown menu. Select 
"OAuth client ID". 
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Click the "Web application" radio button under Application type. The page will dynamically 
refresh. For now, leave all values as-is and click the "Create" button. 
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You will get a new popup box with a "client ID" and a "client secret" . These will be used by 46
your OAuth 2.0 / OIDC client application when connecting to Google for sign-in. Copy them 
down. (You can get them later too if you forget to copy them down now.) 
 
 
 
  
46 Credentials shown in images are for illustrative purposes only and have been revoked. 
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For this document, we will be hosting the OAuth 2.0 / OIDC client on a website that is not part 
of the trustedci-edi.org domain. So we first need to verify that we have access to that host. Go 
back to the "hamburger" menu and select "APIs & Services > Credentials". Then click the 
"Domain verification" tab at the top. 
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On the Domain verification page, click the "Add domain" button. 
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First, you must register your site in the Google Search Console. Click the "Search Console" link 
to open a new window/tab. 
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You will be taken to the Google Search Console site. Click the "Start now" button. 
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In the new window, enter the external website url (protocol + domain). Then click the "Add 
Property" button. 
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To verify that you own the website, you must download and install a small file into the webroot 
of the web server. After downloading the .html file to the website, click the "Verify" button. 
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If successful, you will see "Ownership verified". Note there is no need to go to the property 
page. 
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Now switch back to the Domain verification tab and the domain that you just added to the 
Search Console. This domain will host the OAuth 2.0 / OIDC client application. Click the "Add 
Domain" button. 
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You will be shown that the new domain has been added to the Domain verification list. 
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Next, we need to add the newly verified domain to the Authorized domain list on the OAuth 
consent screen. Click the "OAuth consent screen" tab. On that page, enter the new domain in 
the "Authorized domains" box and type the <ENTER> key. (This step is not obvious as there is 
no "Add" button.) Any non-top-level domain components will be stripped off. The new top-level 
domain should appear in the list. You can ignore the comment "Must be a top private domain". 
Finally, click the "Save" button. 
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Now we can enter the OAuth 2.0 / OIDC redirect URLs. Select the "Credentials" tab. You should 
see the "Web client 1" we created earlier. Click the pencil icon to edit the entry. 
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In the "Authorized redirect URIs" section, enter the full URI that will handle the redirect from 
Google back to your website after the user has successfully authenticated. Note that this must 
exactly match the "redirect_uri"  parameter passed by the client application to the Google 47
OAuth 2.0 server. Once you type in the URI, type the <ENTER> key to add the entry to the list. 
(This step is not obvious since there is no "Add" button.) You can enter multiple redirect URIs if 
you want to use the client with multiple sites. Finally, click the "Save" button. 
 
 
Google is now configured to allow OAuth 2.0 sign-in attempts from OAuth 2.0 / OIDC clients on 
the new host at the entered redirect URI. But in order to get useful information about the user 
(i.e., name and email address), we need to enable the "Google+ Library". 
 
  
47 ​https://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-core-1_0.html#AuthRequest  
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Select the "hamburger" icon in the upper left corner and select "APIs & Services > Library". 
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In the API Library screen, search for "Google+" and select the "Google+ API" box. 
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In the "Google+ API" screen, click the "Enable" button. 
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Click the "hamburger" icon in the upper left, then select "APIs & Services > Dashboard". You will 
see that access to the "Google+ API" library has been granted. 
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 Google OAuth 2.0 Service Account 
In order to get group information for a user, we use Google's Directory API to list the groups  48
of a given user. However, the end-user's account is not used for this API call. Instead, we need 
to set up a Service Account which has access to the Directory API calls. In Google's 
documentation, this is found in the section "Using OAuth 2.0 for Server to Server Applications"
. 49
 
In the Developers' Console  page, select the "hamburger" menu in the upper left corner, then 50
select "IAM & admin > Service accounts". 
 
48 ​https://developers.google.com/admin-sdk/directory/v1/reference/groups/list  
49 ​https://developers.google.com/identity/protocols/OAuth2ServiceAccount  
50 ​https://console.developers.google.com  
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In the "Service accounts" page, select the vertical ellipsis near the upper right corner and select 
"+ Create Service Account". 
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Enter the details for the new service account. The name is not important. We just want the 
credentials that are created. 
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On the "service account permissions (optional)" screen, simply click the "Continue" button to 
skip this optional step. 
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On the "Grant access to this service account (optional)" page, you can skip entry of any 
additional information, however you must click the "+ Create key" button. 
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On the "Create key (optional)" page, set the Key type to be JSON (default), and click the 
"Create" button. This will download a JSON file to your local computer. 
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This .json file contains all attributes needed for API access by a service account using Google's 
OAuth 2.0 API library. For any other OAuth 2.0 library, you can use the values found within the 
file. IMPORTANT: This is the only time you can get the JSON file for the service account. SAVE IT. 
However, if you lose the JSON file, you can always generate another (replacement) key and 
download the JSON for that new key. 
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Back on the "Create service account" screen, click the "Done" button to finish creating the 
service account. 
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You should see the newly created service account on the Service account summary screen. 
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But we're not quite done yet. Next, we need to enable "Domain wide delegation" for this 
service account. You can see that this setting is not enabled by default. In the table listing the 
service accounts, click the 3 vertical bars to show additional columns. Check the box for the 
"Domain wide delegation" column which is not shown by default. 
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Once the "Domain wide delegation" column is shown, you can see that the newly created 
service account is not delegated domain-wide. We need to fix that. Click on the vertical ellipsis 
and then "Edit" for the newly created service account to bring up the details window. 
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In the details screen for the service account, click the "Show Domain-wide Delegation" link. 
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Click the checkbox for "Enable G Suite Domain-wide Delegation" and click the "Save" button. 
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We're still not done. The service account now allows domain-wide delegation, but we need to 
make a similar setting in the Admin Console. Open ​https://admin.google.com​ , click on the 
"hamburger" icon in the upper left corner to pop out the list of Google Admin apps, then select 
"Security > Settings". 
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From the Security settings listing, select "Advanced settings". 
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In the "Advanced settings" breakout box, click "Manage API client access". 
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Fill in the details to authorize the service account. The Client Name field corresponds to the 
"Unique ID" of the service account you created earlier. In the "One or more API Scopes" field, 
enter "​https://www.googleapis.com/auth/admin.directory.group​" to grant access to the 
Directory Group list API endpoint . Then click the "Authorize" button. 51
 
 
 
  
51 ​https://developers.google.com/admin-sdk/directory/v1/reference/groups/list  
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You should see the newly authorized client for the service account. 
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 Creating and Using Google Groups 
Google Groups are used primarily as mailing lists. However, we can leverage the Directory 
Group API  to manage groups and group memberships. The examples shown here use the 52
web-based Google UI to create groups and add members. However, similar functionality is 
available via RESTful API commands. 
 
Note that there are actually two Google web interfaces for managing groups. This is due to the 
fractured nature of the various Google Apps. Some apps were created by various departments, 
while other Apps were purchased from other developers. Unfortunately, the two Google 
Groups interfaces do not share all features.  
 
For creating groups, we will use the ​https://groups.google.com​ interface. But first we must use 
the Google Admin Groups interface at ​https://admin.google.com​ to allow any email address to 
be added to our Groups.  
 
  
52 ​https://developers.google.com/admin-sdk/directory/v1/reference/groups  
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Go to ​https://admin.google.com​ and select the "hamburger" icon in the upper left corner. In 
the new pop-out column, select "Apps > G Suite > Groups for Business". 
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In the Groups for Business screen, click "Advanced settings". 
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Scroll to the bottom and click the "Group owners can allow members from outside this domain" 
checkbox. Then click "Save". This will allow us to add email addresses that are outside the 
"trustedci-edi.org" domain. 
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Next, go to ​https://groups.google.com​ and click on the "Create Group" button. 
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In the "create group" screen, enter the "Group name". The "Group email address" will be 
automatically populated to remove any special characters (which is necessary for turning the 
group name into a valid email address). Also enter a short "Group description". 
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Scroll down a bit. Keep the "group type" set to "email list". For the "Basic permissions", set 
"View Topics" and "Post" to "Owners of the group, Managers of the group". Set "Join the 
Group" to "Only invited users". This makes it so admins have complete control over group 
membership. Click the "Create" button at the top when finished. 
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You will get a popup box letting you know the group has been created. 
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The newly created group has just one member at this point, the user who created the group. A 
group will always have at least a group owner as a member. It may be useful to create a new G 
Suite user which will be used exclusively for managing Google Groups, but for the purposes of 
this documentation, there is only one G Suite member. 
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The default is not to allow email addresses other than "...@trustedci-edi.org" to be added to 
Groups. We need to change that. In the left column, click "Permissions", then "Basic 
Permissions". Click the checkbox "Allow new users not in trustedci-edi.org" to allow members 
external to this organization. Then click the "Save" button at the top. 
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To add additional users to the group, click the "Members" dropdown in the left pane, then click 
"Direct add members".  
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Here, enter one or more email addresses to be added to the Group list. You must also enter a 
welcome message that will be sent to these new email addresses. For "Email subscription 
options" select the "No email" radio button. Then click the "Add" button. 
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You will be shown a reCAPTCHA popup to prove you are not a robot. Click the checkbox and the 
"Continue" button. 
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You will be shown confirmation that the user was added. 
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In the left column, click the "All members" link to see the new list of Group members. 
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 Example Code 
There are two parts to using Google in our example: 
1. Using "Sign-in with Google", authenticate a user and get attributes for the user (name 
and email address). This uses the client ID and client secret for the Web Client we 
created earlier. 
2. Using the email address for the user, find Groups of which the user is a member. This 
uses the service account JSON file we downloaded as well as a "customer" identifier for 
our G Suite project. 
 
For authenticating with Google, we need the "Web client 1" JSON file. Go to 
https://console.developers.google.com​ , select the "hamburger" icon in the upper left corner, 
and select "APIs & Services > Credentials". On the Credentials screen, look for the small down 
arrow with an underbar to the right of "Web client 1". Click this to download a JSON file. 
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This JSON file contains the client ID and client secret  needed for an OAuth 2.0 client to talk to 53
Google's OAuth 2.0 server. 
 
{"web":{"client_id":"757221794354-jmbomrbve0mmlcgk2cc2ealfskmkdinm.apps.googleu
sercontent.com","project_id":"trusted-ci-edi","auth_uri":"https://accounts.goog
le.com/o/oauth2/auth","token_uri":"https://www.googleapis.com/oauth2/v3/token",
"auth_provider_x509_cert_url":"https://www.googleapis.com/oauth2/v1/certs","cli
ent_secret":"19bCi82rcrtgoIPs1etjsqIJ","redirect_uris":["https://falco.ncsa.uiu
c.edu/google"]}} 
 
  
53 Credentials in example code are for illustrative purposes only and have been revoked. 
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The service account JSON file was downloaded earlier when we created the service account. 
 
{ 
  "type": "service_account", 
  "project_id": "trusted-ci-edi", 
  "private_key_id": "374c9e38df566224851400d792d08e4985dad77b", 
  "private_key": "-----BEGIN PRIVATE 
KEY-----\nMIIEvAIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAASCBKYwggSiAgEAAoIBAQC2FRa3RDI+0ppn\nuhJ
W+bBL65+lOEyY1X4SRcPaUGclMe5Y9FH/hGlPLc7Bc0QGEnDXp8AqBnBbglf5\nGKCHhWxRXsDbJZg9
T5uX/RT48O05hH7MSTUIM8UTibilVcOtQWfvmOSuZF+Jk0mc\nT+UAqQuOO2vRu3UMBIg2+LwR2f0BR
oD0jRJo3DVLg/8Lk8eF6Z/U3BWJAAKUD7Nf\nivl+Gfce3CWBv9pBWnSLdXOeW08ObRgpcDWKEj1B06
J4ypap4Xu0XqQbD9mPlR98\nQZnDwKdBIfwrM2kr5Pi+ZGl1QbbDmTTByvUM/ILGdq4tQKdnOGfd45S
4fur1vdoK\nE/CLo9zlAgMBAAECggEAJLAJHLIkAZ6DuAS470duK031o9+9J0pVFa9y8AklT0xJ\nPy
kzYG24nliXgUkNWr/adsl5Ib6cYwPXX/yDU+shUR/rcfyYOTpSGoTG9gXtdppo\nxha2FcoAmpg0WTP
3snAsVg2TfkQBMAI6YcGDXeexyV3VsrO3uM0s+Q6TLnGi1d+c\nBNMK+dH1fopJ1tUK8NVyvEGAuW9J
s057HJpidG7Y6MpCBRBsP1zRAB0g5k+9UK/o\nmcQKRa3kBJ36K8xrqHzspvveoJiPMY53FUWlQYD/x
VZbdTzxApzhl7idkJ8vSMVq\nKo08fv48fZiQJY+pmyBMiPezIeZB2NivgqoVjIoLwQKBgQD307to6l
+awDjD6U2k\nGNE3WN7jhWRJbwkj3l4dR8mwdqI8IgjRgo0EtVZL9geWg39n+Ahn3Klg8lUIawp1\nc
fcQLfnKW0jLAA+BHIHTn3gZkaHxnl08dnlwQwbbtF3CRfvxde87tYHEDgR14R5y\nV9Cnyur68/1RsJ
vLzvYveoL78QKBgQC8Fk9tQzkh2lZVCDOIGmdquDL+WZtkGn7E\ny/WHnNL0VExkBtGgZDUq4TBetPl
d/79tHyZ4SOz8cZOGJeUNaDc/EsMdochrA1gW\nJkXrQ6BofttRON2TVJ/4SsdSSknBgTned6Ab+ezJ
dsNqfKSAV6k0vMsKS5CqwTdf\nubL88KT0NQKBgFt8RQWw54QYC5x+xpOaObmFzBoPhvr4y1X7Y6DJf
HHxCWjLY5f7\n6pTfYDEAbMKqXmECFhBJTBmmu6803JKIdJz7a+fAlPmjVxXhcSevCcXelfq87ExC\n
rAe+Joz6Y1YxQZVcZOkU0weN6SWe6f9p3XPjm6TyZwQ9/vVYvFbAkhPxAoGAaeLp\nfiqNHGjNl3tRf
3rV47elRZnuqDFeUq48IMeB33khtGI+W1xuriAuWfLqPCgBfY4+\n2xK7D/dkxO3KgHy+NWz7mU/+A3
jTe0y6qhLdWFaqY5Ru8UV/9Ykro0EdOqnkiUCx\nS26tBlIs+2MGPRactIrgh4A5BlhWMzbY9BsJ0k0
CgYAq2+ZCl7aiAXwzCTUei9Wt\nCIrp6pZ5lhP+kWdcnNOZoQck07S0wggv1OiyWdBNNBshVV2Gb2vt
qQw6X13wf+k/\n1YOMlKRjZjeiPr+b6RCG78my7j2k+9SzzdunosMD7RmsQxjgsb3TiFzLUigYB/dM\
ndGMzjg0jx3LKuFeYXgkleQ==\n-----END PRIVATE KEY-----\n", 
  "client_email": "sa-grouplister@trusted-ci-edi.iam.gserviceaccount.com", 
  "client_id": "110055129259711563827", 
  "auth_uri": "https://accounts.google.com/o/oauth2/auth", 
  "token_uri": "https://oauth2.googleapis.com/token", 
  "auth_provider_x509_cert_url": "https://www.googleapis.com/oauth2/v1/certs", 
  "client_x509_cert_url": 
"https://www.googleapis.com/robot/v1/metadata/x509/sa-grouplister%40trusted-ci-
edi.iam.gserviceaccount.com" 
} 
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The final piece of information we need is the "customer" identifier for the G Suite project. Go to 
https://admin.google.com​ , select the "hamburger" icon in the upper left corner, then select 
"Security > Settings". 
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Scroll down and click on "Set up single sign-on (SSO)".  
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In the Set up single sign-on (SSO) screen, you will see "SSO URL". At the end of this URL is an 
"idpid". This is the "customer" identifier we will use in the source code to get Google Group 
membership. 
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Now that we have all the configuration details, we can look at some sample PHP code. This 
code uses Google's API Client library for PHP . However, Google OAuth 2.0 API libraries exists 54
for multiple programming languages . 55
 
To install the PHP library, use "composer". 
 
composer require google/apiclient 
 
Put the JSON files for the client secret and service accounts in a secure directory on the server 
and make sure they are readable by the web server process owner, but outside of 
web-reachable space. In this example, the JSON files are stored in ​/var/www/config/​ . 
 
Create a directory for the code which corresponds to the Authorized Redirect URI we entered 
for the Web client 1, in this case ​/var/www/html/google​, which maps to 
https://falco.ncsa.uiuc.edu/google​ . Then put the following PHP code in 
/var/www/html/google/index.php​ . Note the three variables at the top of the file that need to 
be entered, two for the JSON files and one for the customer identifier. 
 
  
54 ​https://github.com/googleapis/google-api-php-client  
55 ​https://developers.google.com/api-client-library  
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<?php 
 
require_once('vendor/autoload.php'); 
 
// Define the Google Clients and G Suite specific values here. 
$webclient = '/var/www/config/client_secret.json'; 
$serviceaccount = '/var/www/config/trusted-ci-edi-374c9e38df56.json'; 
$gsuitecustomer = 'C03drakm9'; 
 
session_start(); 
 
$redirect_uri = 'https://' . 
    $_SERVER['HTTP_HOST'] . dirname($_SERVER['PHP_SELF']); 
 
$client = new Google_Client(); 
$client->setAuthConfig($webclient); 
$client->setAccessType('offline'); 
$client->setScopes(['openid', 'profile', 'email']); 
$client->setPrompt('select_account'); 
$client->setRedirectUri($redirect_uri); 
 
if (!empty($_GET['error'])) { 
    // If the OAuth 2.0 server responded with an 'error' parameter, then 
    // print out the 'error_description' parameter and quit. This might occur 
    // when the user denies authorization of the application. 
    exit('Got error: ' . $_GET['error'] . 
        ' Description: ' . $_GET['error_description']); 
} elseif (empty($_GET['code'])) { 
    // Step 1 - There is no 'code' parameter, so let's get one. Print out 
    // a link to "Log In" containing a 'state' parameter which we save in 
    // the current session. We will verify that the OAuth 2.0 server 
    // returns the state parameter and it matches later on. 
    $state = bin2hex(random_bytes(16)); 
    $_SESSION['oauth2state'] = $state; 
    $client->setState($state); 
    $authUrl = $client->createAuthUrl(); 
    echo '<a href="', $authUrl, '">Log in with Google</a>'; 
    exit; 
} elseif (empty($_GET['state']) || 
    ($_GET['state'] !== $_SESSION['oauth2state'])) { 
    // Step 2 - Here, we have a 'code' parameter from the OAuth 2.0 server, 
    // so we need to check if the returned 'state' parameter matches the 
    // one we saved earlier. While this is optional, this extra security 
    // measure can mitigate against CSRF attacks. 
    unset($_SESSION['oauth2state']); 
    exit('Invalid state'); 
} else { 
    // Step 3 - The 'state' parameter checks out. So use the 'code' 
    // parameter to get an access token and verify it. If verified, 
    // print out the token's associated user data. 
    $token = $client->fetchAccessTokenWithAuthCode($_GET['code']); 
    $client->setAccessToken($token); 
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    $token_data = $client->verifyIdToken(); 
    echo '<xmp>User info:' . "\n"; 
    print_r($token_data); 
    echo "\n" . '</xmp>' . "\n"; 
 
    // Next, use the email address we got to search for Google Groups 
    // of which the user is a member. This uses a service account credential 
    // to access Google's Directory Group API methods. Note that the client 
    // "subject" must be set to an admin user for Google Groups. 
    $email = $token_data['email']; 
    echo '<xmp>Groups for "', $email , '":', "\n"; 
    if (strlen($email) > 0) { 
        putenv("'GOOGLE_APPLICATION_CREDENTIALS=$serviceaccount"); 
        $grclient = new Google_Client(); 
        $grclient->useApplicationDefaultCredentials(); 
        $grclient->setScopes(Google_Service_Directory::ADMIN_DIRECTORY_GROUP); 
        $grclient->setSubject('terrencefleury@trustedci-edi.org'); 
 
        $service = new Google_Service_Directory($grclient); 
        $optParams = array( 
            'customer' => $gsuitecustomer, 
            'query' => 'memberKey=' . $email, 
        ); 
 
        $results = $service->groups->listGroups($optParams); 
        foreach ($results->getGroups() as $groupobj) { 
            echo "    " , $groupobj->name , "\n"; 
        } 
    } 
    echo '</xmp>'; 
} 
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 Appendix C: ORCID OpenID Connect (OIDC) Authentication Tutorial 
Introduction 
This documentation shows how to use ORCID  for authentication and mod_auth_openidc  to 56 57
get ORCID user attributes. 
 
The original premise of ORCID was to provide researchers with a unique identifier which could 
be cited in their publications. ORCID users could populate their record with various attributes 
such as their curriculum vitae which could be found by others using the ORCID ID. Over the 
years, ORCID has added functionality such as linking institutional identities with their ORCID ID, 
allowing users to log in via university authentication systems.  
 
mod_auth_openidc is an Apache authentication/authorization module which can act as an 
OAuth 2.0 / OpenID Connect (OIDC) client (Relying Party or RP) and interact with OAuth 
2.0/OIDC Providers (OP) to "log in" and get user attributes. These user attributes are put into 
HTTP environment variables which can be used by any web scripting or servlet application.  
 
This document uses ORCID as the IdP (Identity Provider / OIDC server) and mod_auth_openidc 
as the RP (Relying Party / OIDC client).  
 
ORCID Advantages and Disadvantages: 
+ Anyone can register an OIDC client application for free. 
+ ORCID users can link their university account(s) with their ORCID account. 
- A 'standard' ORCID user can register only 1 OIDC client application. Premium members 
can register up to 5 client applications, but membership is not free. 
- ORCID user attributes are private by default. User action is required to make attributes 
available to public requests. 
 
mod_auth_openidc Advantages and Disadvantages: 
+ Apache module is scripting/programming language agnostic. 
+ Can be configured to work with multiple OAuth2/OIDC servers (not shown in this 
document) 
+ Easy configuration using an OIDC Provider's Discovery URL 
- Works only with the Apache HTTPD server 
- Requires sysadmin permissions for installation and configuration. 
- ORCID provides only name attributes from the OIDC 'userinfo' endpoint. Other 
attributes such as email must be fetched from other ORCID API endpoints, outside the 
capabilities of mod_auth_openidc. 
56 ​https://orcid.org/about  
57 ​https://github.com/zmartzone/mod_auth_openidc  
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 Register An OAuth 2.0 / OIDC Client 
To register your OIDC client with ORCID, go to ​https://orcid.org/developer-tools ​ and sign in 
with your ORCID ID and password. 
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On the Developer tools screen, click the "Register for the free ORCID public API" button. 
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You must agree to the API terms of service to continue. 
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In the new screen, enter the information for your OAuth 2.0 / OIDC client. The "Name of your 
application" will be shown to end-users with the "Your website URL" as the hyperlink. The 
"Description of your application" will also be shown to end-users, but this can be short. The 
important field is the "Redirect URIs". This is the URL to which the user will be redirected after 
authenticating with their ORCID ID and password. For this demonstration with 
mod_auth_openidc, enter "​https://HOSTNAME/orcid/redirect​". When you are finished entering 
the required information, click the floppy disk icon in the lower right corner to save the client. 
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You will be shown that your client has been registered. Click the "Show Details" button. 
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In the client details section, copy the "Client ID" and "Client secret"  which are needed by 58
mod_auth_openidc to connect to ORCID. 
 
 
  
58 Credentials shown in images are for illustrative purposes only and have been revoked. 
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 Using mod_auth_openidc 
mod_auth_openidc  is an authentication / authorization module for the Apache 2.x HTTP 59
server that acts as an OpenID Connect Relying Party (client). It authenticates users against an 
OpenID Connect Provider (server) and populates HTTP environment variables with user 
attributes obtained from the OIDC server. 
 
One advantage of using mod_auth_openidc to get OIDC user attributes is the method is 
programming language agnostic. Apache does the heavy lifting of communicating with the OIDC 
server, getting user attributes, and putting them in HTTP environment variables. Any web 
scripting language can then access these variables and use them as needed. However, this 
technique assumes sysadmin access to install and configure mod_auth_openidc. Additionally, 
extra work is required to fetch certain user attributes from ORCID such as email and affiliation 
since these attributes are not returned by ORCID's "userinfo" endpoint. 
 
The example below uses Apache Server Side Includes (SSI)  to print out the HTTP environment 60
variables populated by mod_auth_openidc. 
 
Binary packages  for mod_auth_openidc are available for Debian/Ubuntu, RHEL/CentOS, and 61
Windows. Here is the command for installing mod_auth_openidc v2.3.8 on CentOS 7.x. 
 
# sudo yum install \ 
https://github.com/zmartzone/mod_auth_openidc/releases/download/v2.3.8/mod_auth
_openidc-2.3.8-1.el7.x86_64.rpm \ 
https://github.com/zmartzone/mod_auth_openidc/releases/download/v2.3.0/cjose-0.
5.1-1.el7.centos.x86_64.rpm  
 
  
59 ​https://github.com/zmartzone/mod_auth_openidc  
60 ​https://httpd.apache.org/docs/current/howto/ssi.html  
61 ​https://github.com/zmartzone/mod_auth_openidc/releases  
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To configure mod_auth_openidc  and SSI  for the ORCID OIDC server, create a new file 62 63
/etc/httpd/conf.d/auth_openidc.conf​ with the following contents : 64
 
### /etc/httpd/conf.d/auth_openidc.conf 
OIDCProviderMetadataURL https://orcid.org/.well-known/openid-configuration 
OIDCProviderIssuer https://orcid.org 
OIDCClientID "APP-H8L97ZPIFQB7C2UL" 
OIDCClientSecret "52616fa5-716b-4425-8b00-ebe03fdf9314" 
 
OIDCCryptoPassphrase ThisIsARandomPassphrase 
OIDCRedirectURI https://falco.ncsa.uiuc.edu/orcid/redirect 
 
<Location /orcid/> 
   AuthType openid-connect 
   Require valid-user 
   OIDCUnAuthAction pass 
</Location> 
 
<Directory "/var/www/html/orcid"> 
  Options FollowSymLinks Includes 
  DirectoryIndex index.shtml 
</Directory> 
 
Some explanation about the contents of this file: 
 
● OIDCProviderMetadataURL​ is the OIDC Discovery  URL. It contains the various 65
authentication and user info endpoints for ORCID. 
● OIDCProviderIssuer​ corresponds to "issuer" in the OIDC Discovery URL. This is 
required so that we can display a "Sign In with ORCID" link in the HTML file. 
● OIDCClientID​ and ​OIDCClientSecret​ were provided on the ORCID Developer page 
when we registered the client. 
● OIDCCryptoPassphrase​ is a random string unique to this client. Change it to something 
actually random. 
● OIDCRedirectURI​ corresponds to an empty subdirectory used by mod_auth_openidc 
for extracting OIDC claims and putting them in HTTP environment variables. 
● The​ ​<Location>​ block is the URL that is "protected" by mod_auth_openidc. ​AuthType 
and ​Require​ directives state that access to this location requires a valid OpenID Connect 
user authentication. However, by adding the ​"​OIDCUnAuthAction pass​"​ directive, 
mod_auth_openidc will also allow for un-authenticated access to the directory. 
● The ​<Directory>​ block sets up Server Side Includes for the ​index.shtml​ file. 
 
 
62 ​https://github.com/zmartzone/mod_auth_openidc/blob/master/auth_openidc.conf  
63 ​https://httpd.apache.org/docs/current/mod/mod_include.html  
64 Credentials in example code are for illustrative purposes only and have been revoked. 
65 ​https://openid.net/specs/openid-connect-discovery-1_0.html  
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Create the directories protected by mod_auth_openidc. Note that the ​OIDCRedirectURI 
directory configured above is created under the HTML/script directory. This "redirect" directory 
extracts OpenID Connect claims into HTTP environment variables. Do not place any code in the 
"redirect" directory. 
 
# sudo mkdir -p /var/www/html/orcid/redirect 
 
Next, put the following text in a new file ​/var/www/html/orcid/index.shtml​ . 
 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>OIDC Tester</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
<a 
href="/orcid/redirect?iss=https%3A%2F%2Forcid.org&amp;target_link_uri=https%3A%
2F%2Ffalco.ncsa.uiuc.edu%2Forcid%2Findex.shtml">Sign In with ORCID</a> 
<p/> 
<!--#if expr="-n %{REMOTE_USER}" --> 
<pre> 
REMOTE_USER  = <!--#echo var="REMOTE_USER" --> 
ORCID ID     = <!--#echo var="OIDC_CLAIM_sub" --> 
ORCID ID URL = <a target="_blank" href="<!--#echo var="OIDC_CLAIM_id" 
-->/print"><!--#echo var="OIDC_CLAIM_id" --></a> 
First Name   = <!--#echo var="OIDC_CLAIM_given_name" --> 
Last Name    = <!--#echo var="OIDC_CLAIM_family_name" --> 
Display Name = <!--#echo var="OIDC_CLAIM_name" --> 
Access Token = <!--#echo var="OIDC_access_token" --> 
</pre> 
<xmp>Emails: 
<!--#exec cmd="curl -H \"Authorization: Bearer $OIDC_access_token\" \ 
-H \"Accept: application/vnd.orcid+xml\" \ 
https://pub.orcid.org/v2.1/$OIDC_CLAIM_sub/email" --> 
</xmp> 
<!--#endif --> 
</body> 
</html> 
 
Since the ​<Location /orcid/>​ block specified the ​"​OIDCUnAuthAction pass​"​ directive, users 
can access the ​index.shtml​ file either with or without a valid OIDC authentication. With a valid 
OIDC session, ​REMOTE_USER​ and the associated ​OIDC_CLAIM_*​ HTTP environment variables will 
contain ORCID user attributes. 
 
The "Sign In with ORCID" link contains two parameters: "iss" is the issuer corresponding to the 
OIDCProviderIssuer​ configured earlier, and "target_link_uri" is the full URL of this 
index.shtml​ file. These two parameters tell mod_auth_openidc where to redirect the user to 
sign in, and where to redirect the user AFTER signing in. 
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The main shortcoming of ORCID OpenID Connect implementation is that there is no "email" 
claim issued for the user. Instead, this value must be determined by using the access token to 
read an ORCID record , shown here by executing a 'curl' command. 66
 
As an example, go to ​https://falco.ncsa.uiuc.edu/orcid​ and click on "Sign In with ORCID". 
 
 
  
66 ​https://members.orcid.org/api/tutorial/read-orcid-records#usetoken  
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You will be prompted to log in. You can use your ORCID ID or a previously linked Institutional 
(university) account. 
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You will be prompted to authorize the delegation of attributes from ORCID to the OIDC client. 
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Publically available attributes for the user will be shown. The 'email' blob is the result of a curl 
call to the email API endpoint. 
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Clicking on the ORCID ID URL will show the user's "public" page. 
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 Appendix D: Globus Auth Tutorial 
Introduction 
This documentation shows how to use Globus Auth  for authentication using Google's OAuth 67
Client Library for Java .  68
 
Globus Auth is part of the Globus Platform which focuses on large data transfer. For this 
document, we will use Globus Auth to obtain user attributes (e.g., name and email). As Globus 
Auth is based on OAuth 2.0 and OpenID Connect (OIDC), we can use any OAuth2/OIDC library 
we like. For this documentation, we will use Google's OAuth Client Library for Java. Google's 
libraries focus on accessing Google-protected resources. We will be using just the OAuth 2.0 
portions of the library to log a user in and obtain an access token. 
 
Globus Auth Advantages and Disadvantages: 
+ Anyone can register a Globus Auth client application for free. 
+ Globus links various accounts (university, Google, and ORCID) to a unique Globus ID, 
allowing users multiple authentication methods. 
- Only universities which release eduPersonPrincipalName (ePPN) are supported 
(approximately 560).  
 
Google OAuth Client Library for Java Advantages and Disadvantages: 
+ Freely available on github. 
- Geared mainly towards Google's API classes. 
- Code is currently in maintenance mode. 
 
  
67 ​https://docs.globus.org/api/auth  
68 ​https://developers.google.com/api-client-library/java/google-oauth-java-client/oauth2  
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First we must register our client application with Globus Auth. Go to 
https://developers.globus.org​ and click on "Register your app with Globus". You will be 
prompted to log in to Globus Auth. You can select an institutional organization (i.e., university), 
Google, ORCID, or a Globus ID . 69
 
 
 
  
69 ​https://www.globusid.org  
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Next, enter a project name and contact email address. Select the project admins which defaults 
to any linked accounts you may have. 
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You will be shown the newly created project. Click the "Add..." button and select "Add new 
app". 
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In the App Registration screen, enter the App Name. For Scopes select "profile", "email", and 
"openid". In the Redirects text field, enter the exact redirect_uri where the user will be directed 
after authenticating. Finally, click the "Create App" button. 
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You will be shown that your new application has been created. Copy the Client ID. Then click 
the "Generate New Client Secret" button, enter a brief description, and copy down the Client 
Secret which will be shown only once. 
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 OAuth 2.0 Authorization Code Grant Flow 
Here is some explanation of using Globus Auth with OAuth 2.0 Authorization Code Grant Flow , 70
both with a few curl command line examples and with Google's OAuth Client Library for Java.. 
 
First, we need to craft the "Log In" URL which the end-user clicks on to be redirected to the 
Globus Auth login page. This can be accomplished manually by making the following URL: 
 
https://auth.globus.org/v2/oauth2/authorize? 
  scope=openid+profile+email& 
  response_type=code& 
  client_id=7e6c9f17-4d0b-41f5-adab-a16cd2b8f865& 
  redirect_uri=https://falco.ncsa.uiuc.edu/globus/& 
  state=uzzmxkkvxn 
 
We can use the Google OAuth Client Library for Java's AuthorizationRequestUrl  constructor 71
and associated methods to do this for us. 
 
String authUrl = new AuthorizationRequestUrl( 
  "https://auth.globus.org/v2/oauth2/authorize", 
  "7e6c9f17-4d0b-41f5-adab-a16cd2b8f865", 
  Arrays.asList("code")) 
  .setState("uzzmxkkvxn") 
  .setRedirectUri("https://falco.ncsa.uiuc.edu/globus/") 
  .setScopes(Arrays.asList("profile", "email", "openid")) 
  .build(); 
 
Resulting URL: 
 
https://auth.globus.org/v2/oauth2/authorize?client_id=7e6c9f17-4d0b-41f5-adab-a
16cd2b8f865&redirect_uri=https://falco.ncsa.uiuc.edu/globus/&response_type=code
&scope=profile%20email%20openid&state=uzzmxkkvxn 
 
  
70 ​https://auth0.com/docs/api-auth/tutorials/authorization-code-grant  
71 
https://developers.google.com/api-client-library/java/google-oauth-java-client/reference/1.20.0/com/google/api/
client/auth/oauth2/AuthorizationRequestUrl  
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Next, we need to exchange the 'code' returned by the Globus Auth server for an access token. 
 
curl --request POST \ 
  --url 'https://auth.globus.org/v2/oauth2/token' \ 
  --header 'content-type: application/json' \ 
  --data '{"grant_type":"authorization_code", 
  "client_id": "7e6c9f17-4d0b-41f5-adab-a16cd2b8f865", 
  "client_secret": "YOUR_CLIENT_SECRET", 
  "code": "CODE_RETURNED_FROM_GLOBUS", 
  "redirect_uri": "https://falco.ncsa.uiuc.edu/globus/"}' 
 
We can use the Google OAuth Client Library for Java's AuthorizationCodeTokenRequest 
constructor and associated methods to do this for us. 
 
TokenRequest tokenrequest = 
  new AuthorizationCodeTokenRequest( 
  new NetHttpTransport(), 
  new JacksonFactory(), 
  new GenericUrl("https://auth.globus.org/v2/oauth2/token"), 
  "CODE_RETURNED_FROM_GLOBUS") 
  .setRedirectUri("https://falco.ncsa.uiuc.edu/globus/") 
  .setClientAuthentication( 
    new BasicAuthentication( 
      "7e6c9f17-4d0b-41f5-adab-a16cd2b8f865","YOUR_CLIENT_SECRET" 
    ) 
  ); 
TokenResponse tokenresponse = tokenrequest.execute(); 
System.out.println("Access token: " + tokenresponse.getAccessToken()); 
 
Finally, we can use the access token to query for the user's info from the "userinfo" endpoint. 
 
curl --request GET \ 
  --url "https://auth.globus.org/v2/oauth2/userinfo" \ 
  --header 'authorization: Bearer ACCESS_TOKEN' \ 
  --header 'content-type: application/json' 
 
Note that the Google OAuth2 Client Library for Java does not have a corresponding method as 
the rest of Google's Java libraries are specific to Google's API. Instead, we use standard Java 
HTTP calls to talk to the userinfo endpoint. 
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 Using Google's OAuth Client Library for Java 
Download the latest version of Google's OAuth Client Library for Java . Unzip the file and copy 72
the contents of the ​google-oauth-java-client/libs​ folder to a directory where your Java 
application can find it. For this demonstration, we are using Tomcat as the servlet engine. A 
typical directory structure under $CATALINA_HOME would look like this. 
 
globus 
└── WEB-INF 
├── classes 
│   └── app 
│ └── GlobusServlet.class 
├── lib 
│   ├── commons-logging-1.2.jar 
│   ├── google-http-client-1.25.0.jar 
│   ├── google-http-client-android-1.25.0.jar 
│   ├── google-http-client-appengine-1.25.0.jar 
│   ├── google-http-client-gson-1.25.0.jar 
│   ├── google-http-client-jackson-1.25.0.jar 
│   ├── google-http-client-jackson2-1.25.0.jar 
│   ├── google-http-client-jdo-1.25.0.jar 
│   ├── google-http-client-protobuf-1.25.0.jar 
│   ├── google-http-client-xml-1.25.0.jar 
│   ├── google-oauth-client-1.25.0.jar 
│   ├── google-oauth-client-appengine-1.25.0.jar 
│   ├── google-oauth-client-java6-1.25.0.jar 
│   ├── google-oauth-client-jetty-1.25.0.jar 
│   ├── google-oauth-client-servlet-1.25.0.jar 
│   ├── gson-2.1.jar 
│   ├── httpclient-4.5.5.jar 
│   ├── httpcore-4.4.9.jar 
│   ├── j2objc-annotations-1.1.jar 
│   ├── jackson-core-2.9.6.jar 
│   ├── jackson-core-asl-1.9.13.jar 
│   ├── jdo2-api-2.3-eb.jar 
│   ├── jetty-6.1.26.jar 
│   ├── jetty-util-6.1.26.jar 
│   ├── jsr305-3.0.2.jar 
│   ├── protobuf-java-2.6.1.jar 
│   ├── transaction-api-1.1.jar 
│   └── xpp3-1.1.4c.jar 
├── src 
│   └── app 
│ └── GlobusServlet.java 
└── web.xml 
 
72 ​https://developers.google.com/api-client-library/java/google-oauth-java-client/download  
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Contents of ​web.xml​: 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 
<web-app version="3.0" 
  xmlns="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee" 
  xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
  xsi:schemaLocation="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee 
http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/web-app_3_0.xsd"> 
  <servlet> 
<servlet-name>GlobusServlet</servlet-name> 
<servlet-class>app.GlobusServlet</servlet-class> 
  </servlet> 
  <servlet-mapping> 
<servlet-name>GlobusServlet</servlet-name> 
<url-pattern>/</url-pattern> 
  </servlet-mapping> 
</web-app> 
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Contents of the Java code in ​src/app/GlobusServlet.java  : 73
 
package app; 
  
import java.io.BufferedReader; 
import java.io.InputStreamReader; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.io.PrintWriter; 
import java.net.HttpURLConnection; 
import java.net.URL; 
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet; 
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest; 
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse; 
import javax.servlet.http.HttpSession; 
import javax.servlet.ServletException; 
import java.util.Arrays; 
import java.util.List; 
import java.util.Random; 
  
import com.google.api.client.auth.oauth2.AuthorizationRequestUrl; 
import com.google.api.client.auth.oauth2.AuthorizationCodeTokenRequest; 
import com.google.api.client.auth.oauth2.TokenRequest; 
import com.google.api.client.auth.oauth2.TokenResponse; 
import com.google.api.client.auth.oauth2.TokenResponseException; 
import com.google.api.client.http.BasicAuthentication; 
import com.google.api.client.http.GenericUrl; 
import com.google.api.client.json.jackson.JacksonFactory; 
import com.google.api.client.http.javanet.NetHttpTransport; 
 
public class GlobusServlet extends HttpServlet { 
  private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L; 
  private static final String REDIRECT_URI = "https://falco.ncsa.uiuc.edu/globus/"; 
  private static final String AUTHZ_URI = "https://orcid.org/v2/oauth2/authorize"; 
  private static final String TOKEN_URI = "https://orcid.org/v2/oauth2/token"; 
  private static final String USERINFO_URI = "https://orcid.org/v2/oauth2/userinfo"; 
  private static final String CLIENT_ID = " ​9de702e8-6e76-4eac-8815-ada2f81ce9f6​"; 
  private static final String CLIENT_SECRET = 
"yw7alBGCx1SHiRZw2BMVW2g1mTjO9uXUaa8RBnSf94M="; 
  private static final List<String> SCOPES = Arrays.asList( 
    "openid", 
    "profile", 
    "email" 
  ); 
 
  @Override 
  public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) 
    throws IOException, ServletException { 
    // Get a new or existing session to save/compare state 
    HttpSession session = request.getSession(); 
    // Set the response message MIME type 
    response.setContentType("text/html;charset=UTF-8"); 
    // Allocate a output writer to write the response message 
    PrintWriter out = response.getWriter(); 
 
    // Write the opening of the HTML message 
    out.println("<!DOCTYPE html>"); 
73 Credentials in example code are for illustrative purposes only and have been revoked. 
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    out.println("<html><head>"); 
    out.println("<meta http-equiv='Content-Type' content='text/html; 
charset=UTF-8'>"); 
    out.println("<title>OAuth2 Tester</title></head>"); 
    out.println("<body>"); 
 
    // Extract any "GET" URI parameters - must check for null before using 
    String get_error             = request.getParameter("error"); 
    String get_error_description = request.getParameter("error_description"); 
    String get_code              = request.getParameter("code"); 
    String get_state             = request.getParameter("state"); 
 
    if (get_error != null && !get_error.isEmpty()) { 
      // If the OAuth 2.0 server responded with an 'error' parameter, then 
      // print out the 'error_description' parameter and quit. This might 
      // occur when the user denies authorization of the application. 
      out.println("<p>Got error  : " + get_error + "</p>"); 
      out.println("<p>Description: " + get_error_description + "</p>"); 
    } else if (get_code == null || get_code.isEmpty()) { 
      // Step 1 - There is no 'code' parameter, so let's get one. Print out 
      // a link to "Log In" containing a 'state' parameter which we save in 
      // the current session. We will verify that the OAuth 2.0 server 
      // returns the state parameter and it matches later on. 
      String state = randomStringLength10(); 
      session.setAttribute("oauth2state", state); 
      String authUrl = new AuthorizationRequestUrl( 
        AUTHZ_URI, 
        CLIENT_ID, 
        Arrays.asList("code")) 
        .setState(state) 
        .setRedirectUri(REDIRECT_URI) 
        .setScopes(SCOPES) 
        .build(); 
      out.println("<a href=" + authUrl + ">Log In</a>"); 
    } else if (get_state == null || get_state.isEmpty() || 
       !get_state.equals(session.getAttribute("oauth2state"))) { 
      // Step 2 - Here, we have a 'code' parameter from the OAuth 2.0 server, 
      // so we need to check if the returned 'state' parameter matches the 
      // one we saved earlier. While this is optional, this extra security 
      // measure can mitigate against CSRF attacks. 
      session.invalidate(); 
      out.println("<p>Invalid state</p>"); 
    } else { 
      // Step 3 - The OAuth 2.0 server returned a 'code' and a matching 
      // 'state' parameter. So use the 'code' to get an access token which 
      // can be used against any API method needing an access token, such as 
      // 'userinfo'. 
      TokenRequest tokenrequest = 
        new AuthorizationCodeTokenRequest( 
        new NetHttpTransport(), 
        new JacksonFactory(), 
        new GenericUrl(TOKEN_URI), 
        get_code) 
        .setRedirectUri(REDIRECT_URI) 
        .setClientAuthentication( 
          new BasicAuthentication(CLIENT_ID, CLIENT_SECRET)); 
 
      try { 
        TokenResponse tokenresponse = tokenrequest.execute(); 
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        out.println("<p>Access token: " + tokenresponse.getAccessToken() + "</p>"); 
        out.println("<pre>" + callAPIMethod(USERINFO_URI, 
tokenresponse.getAccessToken()) + "</pre>"); 
      } catch (TokenResponseException e) { 
        out.println("<p" + e.getMessage() + "</p>"); 
      } 
    } 
  
    // Write the closing of the HTML message 
    out.println("</body>"); 
    out.println("</html>"); 
    out.close();  // Always close the output writer 
  } 
 
  // Helper function to generate a 10 character random string of letters 
  public String randomStringLength10() { 
    int leftLimit = 97; // letter 'a' 
    int rightLimit = 122; // letter 'z' 
    int targetStringLength = 10; 
    Random random = new Random(); 
    StringBuilder buffer = new StringBuilder(targetStringLength); 
    for (int i = 0; i < targetStringLength; i++) { 
      int randomLimitedInt = leftLimit + (int) 
      (random.nextFloat() * (rightLimit - leftLimit + 1)); 
      buffer.append((char) randomLimitedInt); 
    } 
    return buffer.toString(); 
  } 
 
  // Helper function to call a protected API method with an access token 
  // as the Bearer Token authorization. Returns JSON as a string. 
  public String callAPIMethod(String urlstring, String accesstoken) { 
    String retstr = ""; 
    try { 
      URL url = new URL(urlstring); 
      HttpURLConnection con = (HttpURLConnection) url.openConnection(); 
      con.setRequestProperty("Authorization", "Bearer " + accesstoken); 
      con.setRequestProperty("Content-Type", "application/json"); 
      con.setRequestMethod("GET"); 
      BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader( 
      new InputStreamReader(con.getInputStream())); 
      String output; 
      StringBuffer response = new StringBuffer(); 
      while ((output = in.readLine()) != null) { 
        response.append(output); 
      } 
      in.close(); 
      retstr = response.toString(); 
    } catch(Exception e) { 
    } 
    return retstr; 
  } 
} 
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How to build from WEB-INF directory: 
 
javac -d classes \ 
  -cp /usr/share/java/tomcat-servlet-3.0-api.jar:./lib/* \ 
  src/app/GlobusServlet.java -Xlint 
 
This results in the ​classes/app/GlobusServlet.class​ compiled Java file. 
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 Appendix E: CILogon 2.0 OpenID Connect (OIDC) and COmanage Tutorial 
Introduction 
This documentation introduces CILogon 2.0  which is comprised of CILogon's  OpenID Connect 74 75
(OIDC)  authentication and COmanage  Registry's  group management capability. 76 77 78
 
CILogon's OIDC authentication solution acts as a SAML-to-OIDC gateway converting SAML 
attributes released by university Identity Providers into OAuth claims which can be consumed 
by OIDC clients. This functionality is provided gratis to research projects funded by federal 
agencies such as NSF, NIH, DOD, etc. However, additional functionality is available to 
subscribers  at the "Basic Multi-tenant" level and above. In this case, COmanage is used to 79
collect additional information such as group membership and inject this information into the 
OIDC claims. 
 
COmanage is available at the "Basic Multi-tenant" subscription level and above. COmanage 
allows CO (Collaborative Organization) administrators to create and manage groups of users. 
Functionality includes multiple ways of adding users to groups (e.g., self-enrollment, email 
invitation, conscription) as well as account linking. COmanage is powerful, but with that power 
comes a steep learning curve. CILogon staff typically assist with initial setup and configuration 
of a CO for new subscribers. 
 
CILogon OIDC Authentication Advantages and Disadvantages: 
+ Basic Authentication Services (OIDC) are available to research projects for free. 
+ CILogon acts as a SAML-to-OAuth gateway for university Identity Providers. Google, 
ORCID, and GitHub are also available as Identity Providers. 
+ Customization is available to change the look of the Identity Provider selection screen. 
- Issuing group membership information in OAuth claims requires at least a "Basic 
Multi-tenant" subscription which is not free. 
 
  
74 ​https://www.cilogon.org/2  
75 ​https://www.cilogon.org/home  
76 ​https://www.cilogon.org/oidc  
77 ​https://www.cilogon.org/comanage  
78 ​https://spaces.at.internet2.edu/display/COmanage/COmanage+Registry+Technical+Manual  
79 ​https://www.cilogon.org/subscribe  
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COmanage Group Management Advantages and Disadvantages: 
+ COmanage allows CO administrators to create and manage groups of users. 
+ Enrollment flows can be created to enroll users in groups in multiple ways. 
+ User attributes, including group membership, can be queried from a CILogon 
2.0-maintained LDAP server 
- COmanage functionality requires a "Basic Multi-tenant" subscription which is not free. 
- COmanage is a complex product with a steep learning curve.  
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 Registering an OIDC Client 
The Basic Authentication Services subscription level of CILogon 2.0 is free and allows a portal to 
register an OAuth 2.0 / OpenID Connect (OIDC) client. However, for the purposes of this 
document, we will assume that the portal has signed up for the Basic Multi-tenant 
Collaboration Management Services subscription level, which includes COmanage and LDAP 
functionality. In this scenario, a CILogon 2.0 CO (Collaborative Organization) administrator can 
register OIDC clients without having to wait for approval by CILogon staff. 
 
So first, we need to log in as a CILogon 2.0 CO administrator. For this demonstration, we will be 
using the test instance of COmanage. Go to ​https://registry-test.cilogon.org​ and click the Login 
button.  
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You will be redirected to the CILogon Identity Provider selection screen. Select the identity 
provider that has been given CO admin permissions. 
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Once you have logged on, you will see your Available Collaborations. Click on CILogon. 
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You will see that all next actions require you to "select an action from the menus". This refers to 
the "hamburger" menu in the upper left corner. 
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From the "hamburger" menu dropdown, select "Configuration". 
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On the Configuration page, scroll to the bottom and click on the "OIDC Clients" link. 
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You will be presented with a list of current OIDC Clients. Click the "+ Add a New OIDC Client" 
link. 
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Fill in the information for the new OIDC Client. The "Name" will be shown to end users when 
they select their Identity Provider. The Home URL will be used as the hyperlink for the Name. 
The Callbacks are the pre-registered URLs which correspond to an incoming "redirect_uri" used 
to initiate an OIDC connection. You can enter more than one. For the Scopes, enter "openid", 
"profile", "email", and "org.cilogon.userinfo".  
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Note that you will need to click the "+ Add" button to add more than one scope. 
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In the LDAP Claim Mappings section, enter "ldaps://ldap-test.cilogon.org". For the LDAP Bind 
DN, enter "uid=registry_user,ou=system,o=CILogon,o=CO,dc=cilogon,dc=org". The password is 
stored in the shared LastPass folder. For the LDAP Search Base, enter 
"ou=people,o=CILogon,o=CO,dc=cilogon,dc=org". Click the "+ Add" button to add an LDAP 
Attribute. Enter "isMemberOf" for the LDAP Attribute Name and for the OIDC Claim Name. 
Check the checkbox for Multivalued. When finished, click the big ADD button at the bottom of 
the page.  
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You will be shown your Client ID and Client Secret. Record these somewhere as you will not be 
shown the Client Secret again. CILogon does not save Client Secrets, only hashes . If you lose 80
the Client Secret, you will need to register another client. 
 
 
You can now use the Client ID and Client Secret with your OIDC client using the instructions for 
CILogon OIDC usage . 81
 
 
 
  
80 Credentials shown in images are for illustrative purposes only and have been revoked. 
81 ​https://www.cilogon.org/oidc  
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 Adding Users to the CILogon CO (Collaborative Organization) 
When users first log on with the newly created OIDC integration, attributes from their selected 
Identity Provider will be passed through to the OIDC client. However, they are not yet part of 
the CILogon CO (Collaborative Organization) in COmanage. We need to give them a way to join.  
 
From the "hamburger" menu in the upper left corner, select "Configuration". In the 
Configuration screen, select "Enrollment Flows". 
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There is an enrollment flow labeled "CILogon Registration: Self Signup". In the "Actions" 
column, right-click the "-> Begin" button. From the popup box, select "Copy Link Location" (or 
equivalent for your browser). This link can be sent to a user or embedded in a web page to 
allow the user to join the CILogon CO. 
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When the user clicks the link, he will be led through several steps in COmanage, and eventually 
be sent an email with a link he can click to join the CILogon CO. This step ensures that the email 
that comes from the chosen Identity Provider is valid for the user. 
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 Adding a New Group 
After inviting users to our demonstration CO (Collaborative Organization), we can create a new 
group called "authenticated", which will come through the OIDC interaction as an 
"isMemberOf" attribute. 
 
First, make sure you are logged in as a CO admin. Then select the "hamburger" menu in the 
upper left corner and select "Groups->All Groups" from the dropdown menu. 
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You will be shown the list of groups currently in the CO. Since we are logged in as a CO admin 
user, we are members of CO:admins as well as CO:members:all and CO:members:active. Click 
the "+ Add Group" link near the top.  
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In the Add a New Group screen, enter the Name of the new group as "authenticated" and a 
short description. Check the checkbox for "Open" so any user with a link can join. Make sure 
Status is "Active", the default. Then, click the ADD button at the bottom. 
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You will see that the new group has been created on the Groups listing screen. 
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To see the people that are part of the newly created "authenticated" group, click the "Edit" 
button under "Actions" in the "authenticated" group row. Once on the "Edit authenticated" 
screen, click the "Manage Group Memberships" link. 
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You will see a list of all members currently in the CILogon CO. The members that are part of the 
"authenticated" group have the "Member" checkbox checked. A CO administrator can add or 
remove users from the "authenticated" group by checking the "Member" checkbox in the 
"Permissions" column. 
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 Creating a Self Signup Enrollment Flow 
We can use the "Edit Members" screen shown above to add members of the CO to groups. 
However, if we want to allow new members to add themselves to the newly created 
"authenticated" group, we need to set up an enrollment flow. This will create a link which can 
be used by people to add their identity to the authenticated group. 
 
Select the "hamburger" menu in the upper left corner, then select Configuration. 
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On the Configuration screen, select the "Enrollment Flows" link. 
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On the Enrollment Flows screen, select the "+ Add Enrollment Flow" link. 
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Enter the information as shown on the following screens. 
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When you are finished entering the information, click the ADD button. 
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Back on the Enrollment Flow list screen, click the "Edit" button in the "Actions" column next to 
the CILogon: Enroll Authenticated Group Member row. 
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On the Edit screen, click the "Edit Enrollment Attributes" link. 
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You will see that the enrollment flow will attempt to collect Name, Email, and Affiliation from 
the user's chosen Identity Provider. We also want to add the "authenticated" group for the 
newly registered user. Click the "+ Add Enrollment Attribute" link. 
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On the Add a new Enrollment Attribute screen, enter the attributes as shown on the following 
screens. 
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When finished entering information, click the ADD button at the bottom of the screen. 
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Now back on the Enrollment Flows list screen, right-click the "-> Begin" button in the Actions 
column next to the CILogon: Enroll Authenticated Group Member row. Then select "Copy Link 
Location" (or equivalent for your web browser). This link can then be sent to a user or 
embedded in a web page to allow a user to self-enroll in the "authenticated" group. 
 
 
When the user clicks on the link, they will be asked to log in to COmanage, select an Identity 
Provider, and be added to the new group. 
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 Account Linking 
COmanage allows users to link multiple Identity Providers to a single identity. This is done via 
another Enrollment Flow. We can use the "Account Linking (Template)" enrollment flow as a 
starting point for our new CILogon Account Linking enrollment flow. On the Enrollment Flow 
listing screen, click the "Duplicate" button in the Action column next to "Account Linking 
(Template)". 
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You will see a popup "Enrollment Flow Copied". Scroll down until you find the "Copy of Account 
Linking (Template)". Click the "Edit" button in the Action column.  
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Enter the information as shown on the following screens. 
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When finished entering information, click the SAVE button at the bottom of the page. 
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Back on the Enrollment Flows listing screen, right-click on the "-> Begin" button in the Action 
column next to the "CILogon: Account Linking" row. In the popup box, select "Copy Link 
Location" (or equivalent for your browser) to copy the link. This link can be embedded in a web 
page. The link requires that the user be currently authenticated with an identity known to 
COmanage. The new identity will be linked to the current identity. 
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